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CAPRICORN
DEC 21 - JAN 19

ELEMENT: Earth
QUALITY: Cardinal
Capricorn is reserved, prudent, patient, uses strategy instead of force, seeks security, is acquisitive, disciplined,
determined, and quick to seize opportunity.
RULING PLANET: Saturn - Roman god who presided over the sowing and reaping of grain. In ancient times,
the outermost planet of the known universe. In astrology, Saturn represents obstacles, limitation, restriction,
discipline, responsibility.
SYMBOL: The Goat - A surefooted animal who is able to ascend the heights by taking advantage of every
foothold. The goat
butts its way through obstructions.
POLARITY Cancer:
Capricorn is the sign governing reputation, career, standing in the community. Its natives seek honor, praise,
and approval in the world at large, but tend to be emotionally reserved in personal relationships. Cancer,
Capricorn’s opposite sign, is the sign of domesticity and home life. Cancerians derive security from the love
and closeness of mates and family members.
LUCKY DAY: Saturday
LUCKY NUMBERS: 2 and 8
MAGICAL BIRTHSTONE: Garnet - Attracts popularity, high esteem, and true love.

SPECIAL COLORS: Dark Green and Brown - Classic, comforting colors of nature and the earth.
FLOWERS: Carnation and Ivy
THE INNER YOU
You don’t need anyone to convince you that life is serious business; you’ve known it all along. That’s what
keeps you anxiously asking yourself: Am I fulfilling my responsibilities? Am I achieving as much as I should? Am
I self-reliant enough? You know you have the persistence and strength of purpose to reach your goals. But you
also have a deep need to connect on an emotional level in your relationships so that you won’t feel separated
from those you care about. You worry about keeping all that’s valuable to you - which includes relationships.
Despite your intelligence and the fact that you’re so determined, you often feel insecure. You’re a bundle of
conflicting emotions. You require discipline and order - chaos drives you crazy and makes you doubt yourself
and what you’re capable of. But maybe the gods meant for you to have some doubt; if you believed you’re as
powerful as you really are, you’d be impossible to live with!
HOW OTHERS SEE YOU
You’re often seen as an irresistible force and an immovable object. People put you in charge because you’re
decisive - you’re famous for having a great sense of realism. When others need a rational head in a crisis, they
call on you. In personal relationships, some friends will stand in line to unload their problems on you; others
avoid you because they think your outlook is too downbeat.
Everyone agrees that it’s difficult to divert you from your course when you’ve set a goal. Some people feel that
in order to find the real you they have to strip away layers of secrecy, but most understand that your aloofness
stems from a deep sense of personal privacy.

